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ABSTRACT

We investigate secure communications for a four-node relay-
eavesdropper channel with multiple data stream transmission, as-
suming that the eavesdropper’s channel state information (ECSI) is
unavailable. Our approach is to allocate part of the global transmit
power to satisfy a fixed target rate for the relay link, and then use the
remaining power for jamming the eavesdropper. Two cooperative
jamming strategies are investigated. In the first, jamming signals are
only broadcast by the terminals that are also transmitting data. In the
second scheme, the normally inactive nodes in the relay network are
used as cooperative jamming sources. Algorithms are proposed for
allocating the transmit power and the number of signal dimensions
that carry data. Simulation results show that, under a global transmit
power constraint, the secrecy rate is dramatically increased when
the normally inactive nodes in the relay network provide jamming
support for the relayed signals.

Index Terms— relay-eavesdropper channel, cooperative jam-
ming, secure communications

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the vulnerability of wireless networks to eavesdropping, there
has recently been considerable interest in improving wireless secu-
rity through physical layer mechanisms. These approaches exploit
the degrees of freedom offered by multiple antennas and the multi-
path nature of the wireless channel to “hide” signals from potential
eavesdroppers. The theoretical foundation for physical layer secu-
rity was laid by Wyner [1], who introduced the so-called wiretap
channel and demonstrated that when the eavesdropper’s channel is a
degraded version of the channel of the legitimate receiver, the trans-
mitter can send secret messages to the destination with non-zero rate
while keeping the eavesdropper from learning anything about the
message. The secrecy capacity of the link is defined as the maximum
achievable rate for which such secret communication is possible.

Recently, the focus of much of the work on physical layer se-
curity has been on wiretap channels with multiple antennas [2–6].
In particular, the secrecy capacity of the multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) wiretap channel has been fully characterized in [2,
5]. Beamforming techniques have been proposed that steer informa-
tion signals away from the eavesdroppers and instead steer artificial
noise or jamming signals in their direction [4, 7]. The goal is to de-
grade the eavesdropper’s channel without impacting the signals re-
ceived by legitimate users. As a natural extension, multiple antenna
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wiretap channels have also been investigated for cooperative relay-
ing networks [8–13]. In these cases, relays or even destinations can
be used as helpers to provide jamming signals to confuse the eaves-
dropper. This approach is often referred to as cooperative jamming.
In [9] a four-terminal relay-eavesdropper channel is addressed and a
noise-forwarding strategy is devised in which the full-duplex relay
sends codewords independent of the secret message to confuse the
eavesdropper. A two-stage cooperative jamming protocol is investi-
gated in [7], where multiple relay nodes act as an extension of the
single-antenna source node. In [10], three cooperative schemes are
proposed for a single-antenna relay network, and the corresponding
relay weights and power allocation strategy are derived to enhance
the secrecy for the second hop. An optimal beamforming design for
decode-and-forward (DF) relays is investigated in [11], but only the
scenario where the eavesdropper wiretaps just the link between the
relay and destination is considered. Jamming beamformer design
and power allocation are jointly investigated in [12], where a single-
antenna relay is employed and a single data stream transmission is
assumed.

Unlike the aforementioned work, this paper proposes coopera-
tive jamming strategies for a half-duplex two-hop wireless MIMO
relay system in which multiple data streams are transmitted. Secure
communication for both hops of the relay link will be studied. Fur-
thermore, nearly all of the prior work on these problems assumes
that the eavesdropper’s channel state information (ECSI), or at least
its distribution, is known at the transmitter. While this assumption
is common, it is often not practical, especially if the eavesdropper
is passive and not part of the network itself. Prior work on the case
with unknown ECSI includes [14,15], which respectively discuss the
use of jamming for single and multiple data stream transmissions in
the point-to-point MIMO case. Since without ECSI it is impossible
to optimize the secrecy rate of the link, the approach taken in these
papers is to first allocate resources in order to guarantee a certain
quality of service for the link, and then use any remaining resources
for jamming the eavesdropper. In this paper, we extend this idea to
half-duplex two-hop MIMO relay networks. We propose two basic
approaches, a partially cooperative jamming (PCJ) scheme where
only the information sources in each hop transmit jamming signals,
and a fully cooperative jamming (FCJ) strategy where all the nodes
in the relay network, including those that are normally inactive, can
act as helpers to transmit jamming signals.

The mathematical model assumed in this paper is presented in
the next section, and the following notational conventions will be
followed throughout: E{·} denotes expectation, (·)H is the Hermi-
tian transpose, [x]+ denotes max{0, x}, and I is an identity matrix
of appropriate dimension. Section 3 presents the PCJ and FCJ algo-
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rithms, and Section 4 illustrates their performance via simulation.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

We consider a two-phase four-terminal relay system composed of a
source (Alice), a destination (Bob), a relay node and an eavesdropper
(Eve). All nodes are assumed to be half-duplex and have multiple
antennas, and we assume there is no direct link between Alice and
Bob. The number of antennas at Alice, Bob, the Relay and Eve are
denoted by Na, Nb, Nr and Ne respectively. Decode-and-forward
(DF) relaying is employed and for simplicity we will only consider
repetition-based coding, i.e., the Relay encodes the received signals
onto the same number of data streams as Alice when multiplexing
is applied. While the CSI for the relay network is assumed to be
known to everyone (including the eavesdropper), no one besides the
eavesdropper is assumed to possess ECSI.

The signals transmitted by Alice in the first phase contain both
information and jamming signals, and in general Bob may also trans-
mit jamming signals at the same time. Thus the signals received by
the Relay and Eve in the first phase will be given by

yr = Har(Taza +T
′

az
′

a) +HbrT
′

bz
′

b + nr (1)

ye1 = Hae(Taza +T
′

az
′

a) +HbeT
′

bz
′

b + ne1 (2)

where Hij (hij ) represents the channel matrix from node i to j,
with i, j ∈ {a, b, e, r} denoting which of the four terminals is
involved, za is the information signal vector transmitted by Alice
with E{zHa za} = pa, and Ta ∈ C

Na×k(1 ≤ k ≤ s) is the
transmit beamformer used by Alice, where m = rank{Har},
n = rank{Hrb}, s = min(m,n) and k represents the number
of transmitted data streams. The vectors z′a and z′b are jamming
signal vectors transmitted by Alice and Bob, respectively, and
T′

a ∈ C
Na×Na−k and T′

b ∈ C
Nb×min(Na−k,Nb) are the cor-

responding transmit beamformers. We will let Qza,Qz′a,Qz′b

represent the covariance matrices of za, z′a and z′b, respectively. The
terms nr and ne1 represent naturally occurring noise at the Relay
and Eve.

In phase 2, Alice can jam the eavesdropper when the Relay
transmits information since this will produce no interference to Bob.
Accordingly, the signals received by Bob and Eve in phase 2 are

yb = Hrb(Trzr +T
′

rz
′

r) + nb (3)

ye2 = Hre(Trzr +T
′

rz
′

r) +HaeT
′

a2z
′

a2 + ne2 (4)

where zr is the Relay’s information signal with transmit beamformer
Tr ∈ C

Nr×k and E{zHr zr} = pr , z′r and z′a2 are jamming sig-
nal vectors transmitted by the Relay and Alice, respectively, T′

r ∈
C

Nr×Nr−k and T′
a2 ∈ C

Na×Na are their corresponding transmit
beamformers, and nb, ne2 represent the noise vectors at Bob and
Eve, respectively. For both phase 1 and phase 1, we assume the
background noise to be Gaussian with covariance σ2I. The covari-
ance matrices of zr, z′a2 and z′r will be denoted by Qzr,Qz′a2 and
Qz′r , respectively.

Under the assumption of repetition coding, the elements of zr
are simply scaled versions of those in za. In particular, we can write
za = Daz and zr = Drz, where E{zzH} = I and Da, Dr are
diagonal power loading matrices that ensure the power constraints
are met. For a global power constraint in each phase, we have

E{zHa za + z
′H
a z

′

a + z
′H
b z

′

b} ≤ P

E{zHr zr + z
′H
r z

′

r + z
′H
a2 z

′

a2} ≤ P.

We will also investigate scenarios with individual power constraints
as follows: E{zHa za + z′Ha z′a} ≤ Pa, E{z′Hb z′b} ≤ Pb, E{zHr zr +
z′Hr z′r} ≤ Pr, and E{z′Ha2 z

′
a2} ≤ Pa.

The achievable secrecy rate of a four-terminal half-duplex DF
relay channel is given by [13]:

Rs = max [Id − Ie]
+ (5)

where Id is the mutual information from the source to the destina-
tion, Ie is the mutual information from the source to the eavesdrop-
per, and the maximum is taken over all possible input covariance
matrices. Secrecy rate will be used as the performance metric in this
paper.

3. SECURE RELAYING WITH COOPERATIVE JAMMING

In this section, we propose a cooperative jamming strategy similar
to that proposed in [16] in which the signal space at the receiver in
each phase is divided into two orthogonal subspaces, an information
subspace and a jamming subspace. Two jamming strategies will be
studied. For partially cooperative jamming (PCJ), any available jam-
ming power will only be allocated to the information transmitters,
while Bob (in phase 1) and Alice (in phase 2) remain inactive. For
fully cooperative jamming (FCJ), both the information transmitters
and the normally inactive nodes can perform cooperative jamming.
The term “cooperative jamming” refers to the fact that the jamming
signals will be aligned so that they lie in the jamming subspace at the
desired receiver, while the information signals will lie in the orthog-
onal information subspace. Since Eve’s channel is different from
the desired receiver, this alignment will not hold and Eve’s received
signal will be degraded.

In phase 1, assume that span{Har} = span{η1, .., ηk, .., ηm},
where k ≤ s and η1, η2 .., ηm represent an orthonormal basis. The
information and jamming subspaces are defined to be S1 and J1,
respectively, where S1 = span{η1, η2, .., ηk} and J1 = S⊥

1 . A
standard choice for these subspaces would be to letS be formed from
the left singular vectors of Har with the largest singular values. At
the relay, a prefiltering matrix Wr = [η1, η2, .., ηk] is used to null
out the jamming signals:

ỹr = W
H
r [Har(Taza +T

′

az
′

a) +HbrT
′

bz
′

b + nr]

= H̃arza + ñr (6)

where H̃ar = WH
r HarTa, and the transmit beamformers are cho-

sen such that HarTaza ∈ S1, and HarT
′
az

′
a ∈ J1,HbrT

′

bz
′

b ∈
J1. The signal received by Eve in phase 1 is

ye1 = Hae(Taza +T
′

az
′

a) +HbeT
′

bz
′

b + ne1

= H̃aeza + ñe1 (7)

where
ñe1 = HaeT

′

az
′

a +HbeT
′

bz
′

b + ne1. (8)

In phase 2, signal S2 and jamming J2 subspaces are chosen
from span{Hrb}, and similar to phase 1, the signals at Bob and Eve
are

ỹb = W
H
b [Hrb(Trzr +T

′

rz
′

r) + nb]

= H̃rbzr + ñb (9)

ye2 = Hre(Trzr +T
′

rz
′

r) +HaeT
′

a2z
′

a2 + ne2

= H̃rezr + ñe2 (10)
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where H̃rb = WH
b HrbTr, H̃re = HreTr, ñe2 = HreT

′
rz

′
r +

HaeT
′
a2z

′
a2+ne2, and as before, Tr and T′

r force HrbTrzr ∈ S2

and HrbT
′
rz

′
r ∈ J2. Since the CSI of Eve is unavailable, we will

set T′
a2 to be an identity matrix and uniformly allocate the power to

Qz′a2.
Expressions for the mutual information terms in (5) can be found

as follows:
Id = min{I(za;yr), I(zr;yb)} (11)

where

I(za;yr) =
1

2
log2 det(I+

1

σ2
H̃arQzaH̃

H
ar) (12)

I(zr;yb) =
1

2
log2 det(I+

1

σ2
H̃rbQzrH̃

H
rb). (13)

To compute the mutual information at Eve, we combine her received
signals as follows:

ye =

[
H̃aeDa

H̃reDr

]
z+

[
ñe1

ñe2

]

= H̃ez+ ñe (14)

where E[zzH ] = I. Hence, the mutual information at Eve is

Ie = min{I(za;yr), I(za, zr;ye)} (15)

where

I(za, zr;ye) =
1

2
log2 det(I+ H̃eQzH̃

H
e Q

−1
ñe ), (16)

and Qñe is a block diagonal matrix diag{Qñe1,Qñe2}, and

Qñe1 = HaeT
′

aQz′aT
′H
a H

H
ae

+HbeT
′

bQz′bT
′H
b H

H
be + σ

2
I

Qñe2 = HreT
′

rQz′rT
′H
r H

H
re

+HaeT
′

a2Qz′a2T
′H
a2H

H
ae + σ

2
I .

To complete development of the approach described above, an
algorithm is needed for determining the power allocation and the di-
mension k of the information signal. If the MIMO channel is rich
enough, more dimensions allocated to the signal subspace increases
the amount of power available for jamming, but leads to a smaller di-
mensional jamming subspace for both transmitters and cooperative
jammers. More antennas for Eve usually requires a higher dimen-
sional jamming subspace, especially when Eve’s CSI is unknown
to the transmitters. One of the advantages of FCJ in this case is
that in addition to the pre-assigned jamming subspace of dimension
Na − k (for phase 1), the helpers provide jamming support in ad-
ditional dimensions due to the fact they have different channels to
Eve. Taking the transmission in phase 1 as an example, assuming k

dimensions are assigned to the information subspace, the dimension
of the jamming subspace seen by Eve will be more than Na−k, i.e.,
Na − k ≤ dim(span{HaeT

′
a} ∩ span{HbeT

′

b}) ≤ 2(Na − k).
Considering the tradeoff between power and allocation of the

jamming subspace dimension, we propose to use an approach similar
to that in [15] and minimize the product of the power allocated to the
information signal and the dimension of the information subspace,
(pa + pr)k, such that the fixed target rate is achieved. We then
allocate all remaining dimensions and power for jamming. Since the
ECSI is not known, the jamming power will be uniformly distributed
among all available dimensions at the transmitters and cooperative
jammers. Assuming the target rate for the relay transmission is Rt,
the proposed approach for FCJ is outlined as follows:

Step 1 Initialization

• Let svd(Har) = UarSarV
H
ar, svd(Hrb) = UrbSrbV

H
rb.

Step 2 While i ≤ s

• Let Wr = [uar,1, ..,uar,i], Wb = [uar,1, ..,uar,i].

• Ta = [var,1, ..,var,i], Tr = [vrb,1, ..,vrb,i].

• T′
a = [var,i+1, ..,var,Na

], T′
r = [vrb,i+1, ..,vrb,Nr

].

• svd(WH
r Hbr) = UbrΣbrV

H
br , T′

b = Vbr[:, i+ 1 : Nb], and
T′

a2 = Uar.

• Solve the following problem

pa,i =min trace(Qza), pr,i = min trace(Qzr)

s.t.
1

2
log2 det(I+

1

σ2
H̃arQzaH̃

H
ar) = Rt

1

2
log2 det(I+

1

σ2
H̃rbQzrH̃

H
rb) = Rt

where the water filling algorithm is used to determine Qza and
Qzr .

Step 3 Power allocation

• Find k = argmini(pa,i + pr,i) · i, and determine all beam-
formers for the resulting k.

• Allocate pa,k to diag{Qza}, and pr,k to diag{Qzr} using
water filling.

• Uniformly allocate P − pa,k to diag{Qz′a,Qz′b}, and P −
pr,k to diag{Qz′r,Qz′a2}.

The optimization problem in step 2 can be solved with a simple line
search. If the target rate cannot be met with the total given power,
then the link is assumed to be in outage.

The PCJ approach is similar to FCJ, except that we will not have
the jamming support from Bob (in phase 1) and Alice (in phase 2),
thus the beamformers T′

b and T′
a2 in step 2 will not be used. In

step 3, when the necessary amount of power for information signals
is assigned, all remaining jamming power will be used by Bob and
Alice in phase 1 and phase 2, respectively; i.e., P−pa,k and P−pr,k
will be assigned to diag{Qz′a} and diag{Qz′r}.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the following simulations, the elements of all the channel matri-
ces are assumed to be zero-mean, i.i.d. complex Gaussian, and the
nodes are assumed to be located at the four corners of a parallelo-
gram with identical side length 800m. We assume a path-loss coef-
ficient of 3.5, and the same background noise power σ2 = −60dBm
at all nodes. In order to compare the performance of the different co-
operative jamming schemes, we also investigate using conventional
relay transmissions without jamming. For this case, all the transmit
power is assigned to the information signals. For scenarios involv-
ing individual transmit power constraints, the total transmit power
is assumed to be evenly distributed to all transmit nodes. The fixed
target rate for relay transmission is set to be Rt = 2bps/Hz.

The secrecy rate as a function of transmit power is shown in
Fig. 1, where all nodes have four antennas. In this case, we see
that if no jamming signals are used, a positive secrecy rate is barely
possible. It can also be seen that having a global power constraint
yields better performance than when individual power constraints
are used. Obviously, FCJ achieves a big gain in terms of secrecy
rate compared with PCJ, since FCJ leads to a higher dimensional
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Fig. 1. Secrecy rate vs. transmit power.

jamming subspace than PCJ, although both are subject to the same
power constraint. Fig. 2 provides a detailed look at how the number
of eavesdropper antennas affects the performance of the different
cooperative jamming schemes. In this case, Alice, Bob and the Relay
are equipped with four antennas, and the number of Eve’s antennas
increases from two to ten. It can be seen that as the capability of the
eavesdropper increases, the relative secrecy rate of FCJ is several
times that of PCJ when Ne ≥ 4, although the secrecy rates of all
methods approach zero.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed partially cooperative jamming (PCJ)
and fully cooperative jamming (FCJ) strategies for a two-hop DF
relay-eavesdropper network with unknown ECSI. Instead of max-
imizing the secrecy rate, our algorithms meet a target rate for the
relay network while minimizing the product of the power allocated
to signal transmission and the number of transmitted information
streams. All remaining power and signal dimensions are allocated
to jamming signals in order to degrade the eavesdropper’s channel.
FCJ is seen to provide the best performance in terms of secrecy rate,
since it is able to degrade additional signal dimensions at the eaves-
dropper.
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